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Meriwether (Batman: The Movie’s Catwoman), journalist Nerdy Bird Jill Pantozzi, neuroscientist E
Paul Zehr (author of Becoming Batman), and comic book legend Denny O’Neil (the man who wro
the first comic books I ever read).4 It’s hard to imagine how we’ll top that first time when Batman T
star Adam West, “The Laughing Fish” scribe Steve Englehart, and artist Jerry Robinson, whos
achievements include creating the Joker with Kane and Finger, helped us discuss the Joker
psychopathy.5 Nina West Tooley, James Tooley, Fred Westbrook, and Jens Robinson helped
tremendously with that. Adam had never previously met Michael or Jerry in person. Since the
they’ve each commented on how enjoyable that historic day turned out to be; Michael covers it in h
autobiography, The Boy Who Loved Batman. While I have additional reasons for thanking ever
individual mentioned above, I must again thank two important and gracious human beings
particular: Michael Uslan for contributing this book’s foreword and Denny O’Neil for th
introduction. It is an honor, sirs.
Jerry Robinson’s gone now, but I remain forever grateful to him. Hired in his teens to work on th
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mythos and brought those early days to life for me. He was always a warm and considerate man wh
spent as much time asking about me, my work, and my opinions as he spent answering my question
I’ll never get to meet the late Bob Kane or Bill Finger. We can’t chat about their creations. I can
watch them greet fans, hear them recount anecdotes from their amazing lives, or thank them fo
everything they set in motion and all that their legacy has meant—not face-to-face anyway. This boo
is more than my answer to a question the man who played my childhood hero once asked me, as you’
soon see. It’s my heartfelt “thank you” to Bob and Bill. Jerry too.
Batman creator Bob Kane’s headstone. Photo by Lynda M. Langley.
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Foreword

BY MICHAEL USLAN

Recently, The New York Times took DC Comics, the comic book industry generally, and Batma
specifically over the coals for what they claimed might be an insensitivity toward all the supervillain
like the Joker, Two-Face, the Scarecrow, and Catwoman, whom they apparently saw less as “villains
and more as mere victims of assorted types and degrees of mental illness.6 Concerned psychiatris
and psychologists, it seems, feel that comic books denigrate these poor souls as “dangerous,” “evil
and even “lunatics,” mix-matching in the process such clinical appellations as “psychotics” an
“schizophrenics” with “costumed crazies” and “homicidal maniacs.” Some psychiatrists an
psychologists argue that the comic book supervillain stereotypes promote shameful generalization
that continue to cause every new generation of comic book readers to fear or mock these afflicted an
misunderstood antagonists.
Particularly targeted by these critics is the comic book institution known as Arkham Asylum (th
word “asylum” no longer being a politically correct term of art) and the references to its patients a
“inmates” (the latter word also no longer politically correct). The panels of the stories visually depi
scenes of these afflicted victims sitting in barred cells (the word “cells” no longer politically corre
in this context), wearing straitjackets or shackles (the word “straitjacket” no longer political
correct). Comic books are accused of ratcheting up bias, prejudice, and fear against the Joker and h
compadres. Indeed, these psychiatrists and psychologists now see Batman as more of the bad guy tha
the so-called supervillains he opposes. They give no credit to the Dark Knight for his decades-lon
non-use of butterfly nets (while not specifically mentioned in the article, I’ll venture to guess that th
term “butterfly nets” is also no longer politically correct) to corral his opponents who break out o
Arkham seemingly every Wednesday the new comic books go on sale.
Left to right: Comic-Con panelists Robin Rosenberg, Michael Uslan, Travis Langley, Adam West,
Jerry Robinson. Photo by Alex Langley.

The bipolar opposite of this rather sensationalistic approach to Batman and the comics with all th
trumped-up charges against the Caped Crusader is the scholarly and insightful book you now hold
your hands. Superherologist Travis Langley is a university professor and an eminent scholar on th
psychology of comic book superheroes and their real-life fans. Batman and Psychology: A Dark an
Stormy Knight represents the culmination of his professional journal articles, chapters, blogs, man
convention panels, and lifetime of contemplating the nature of heroes both factual and fictiona
especially the one who guards Gotham. His professional credentials, mixed with his love for com

books and the character of Batman, create a fascinating, entertaining, and educational read. Wh
makes Batman tick? Are superheroes with secret identities schizophrenic? Is Batman neurotic
Psychotic? And are Batman’s rogues gallery of supervillains truly not rogues or supervillains, b
rather victims of a heartless society who are in need of better understanding and far more compassio
than shown to date by the Gotham City Police Department, Batman, Robin, Superman, and even th
entire Justice League of America? Find your nearest couch, lie down, and let Dr. Langley explain
all.

Michael Usla
Gotham Cit
201

Michael Uslan is a comics scholar, writer, and filmmaker experienced in taking on one Goliath afte
another. To get approval to teach the first course on comic book folklore at any accredited university
he asked a university dean to recount Superman’s famous origin and then pointed out that the dean ha
just described the story of Moses. Michael has written some of our most enduring heroes’ comic boo
adventures (Batman, The Shadow, The Spirit, Archie), but is best known for bringing our hero to th
big screen as executive producer of every Batman movie since the 1980s—originally another gia
battle because studio executives at the time had trouble believing audiences would want a seriou
Batman.

Note
6 Bender, Kambam, & Pozios (2011).

Introduction

DENNIS O’NEIL

Let us agree, here at the beginning, that Batman does not exist—not, anyway, as you and I exist. Yo
can’t filch his Social Security number, you won’t meet his third cousin at a party, you’ll never follo
him into a polling place, and you’ll never press his flesh, even if you spend your midnights lurking o
rooftops.
So no present-tense, living-and-breathing, genome-bearing reality for the Dark Knight. But althoug
he is not real, he does have a reality, a kind of reality he shares with mythology, folklore, legend
imaginary friends, and (let us lower our voices) maybe even a deity or two. What I’m suggesting
that Batman is not just a fictional character. Oh, he is that, and once he was nothing more. But no
now.
I learned of this somewhat disconcerting reality years ago when, as the editor of Batman comics,
presided over what became known, in the Batman office of DC Comics, as the telephone stunt. Wh
happened was, we had a character—Batman’s second sidekick and the second junior hero to be calle
“Robin”—whom we didn’t much like. We suspected that a lot of readers shared our feelings. What t
do? Overhaul his personality? Send him to some distant clime? Kill him? Ah. Kill him. We conjure
up the telephone stunt. Our writer, Jim Starlin, put the kid into a situation that could do him in. W
then gave the readers three days to decide Robin’s fate: call one phone number and he lives to figh
another day; call another and requiescat in pace.
Three days and over 10,000 calls later, the nays had it. R.I.P. Boy Wonder.
Then the aftermath: big reaction; lots of reporters and interviews and broadcasters and journalist
fuss. And I realized that I had been thinking of my job as producing fiction for a publishing backwate
—comic books—and that I was wrong; my job was being in charge of postindustrial folklore. Batma
(and Superman and Wonder Woman and maybe a few others) had been around so long, in so man
media, that they were embedded in our collective psyches. Even folk who hadn’t read a comic in yea
—even those who wouldn’t read comics—knew, at least dimly, who these characters were and ha
some amorphous feeling for them.
None of which changed my workday: plots and cover copy and manuscript editing and long, lon
meetings…. you know, publishing stuff. Nor did it change what Batman was to me: a great vehicle fo
storytelling. But I now knew that he had something of the mythic in him. Like mythic heroes of ol
he reflected the values of his time, though those values weren’t constant, and that was good—th
allowed him to retain popularity for, as I write this, 72 years and counting. He evolved. The essence o
what his creators, Bill Finger and Bob Kane, brought to the party in 1939 hadn’t changed much: th
nocturnal vigilante endlessly and symbolically avenging his parents’ murders; an origin tale stark an
simple and primal and, I submit, perfect. But virtually everything else did change over the decade
costumes and supporting cast and crime-fighting gadgetry and the kinds of crime fought and the kind
of villains who perpetrated the crimes…. The range of stories appearing under the Batman logo we
from farcical to macabre, while always being a Batman. Not the Batman—there is no the Batman—
but a Batman, one appropriate to whatever was contemporary.
This plasticity not only kept Batman commercially viable; it allowed different writers and artists

interpret him according to the dictates of their own experience—the world outside their windows.
also allowed him to be more than a mirror; he could be a receptacle, too. Writers could pour into him
a lot that was happening in their consciousness and maybe even more that was happening in the
subconscious: what they learned, what they knew, what they didn’t know they knew.
Not deliberately, of course. No comic book writer sits down and creates a psychological profile of
character before writing a line of dialogue. But our characters are human—what else could they be
Granted, these are not real humans—I gently remind you that Batman does not exist—but depiction
of humans: greatly simplified, exaggerated, caricatured versions of we mortals. They represent wh
hundreds of writers and artists over a half-century thought and felt and believed about who and wh
we are, and it’s a safe guess that most of that thinking and feeling and believing occurre
subconsciously. But it did filter into the fiction.
The history of comic book superheroes encapsulates, in brief, easily digestible form, the history o
storytelling. The first tales our hunter-gatherer forebears told were apparently simple reactions to th
bad noise in the sky and the other ugly events that tormented the clan and, after tens of thousands o
years and enormous evolution, resulted in the metafictional productions of the postmodernist
Similarly, the first comics presented simple good-guy-versus-bad-guy melodramas. We knew th
good guy was good because he—almost always a “he”—conquered the bad guy, who was bad becaus
his actions incurred the good guy’s disapproval. It was all plot-driven, with characterization eithe
ignored or expressed by the occasional foible, speech pattern or—yes!—even a funny hat or tw
Then, gradually but pretty darn briskly, creative people learned how to tell stories in this odd medium
and publishing requirements altered to allow longer stories, and those things resulted in great
sophistication on the parts of both writer and reader. Writers could put a lot into Batman and his ilk
consciously and subconsciously, and they were still allowed the occasional funny hat, too.
Suddenly, while some of us were looking the other way, comics, like jazz and movies before them
had attained full parity. They were respectable—they were An Art Form.
And a well-credentialed professor with a gratifyingly lucid prose style and a sense of humor wrote
book about the psychology of Batman. (You may have noticed it in your hands.) It is a terrific book.
explores the psychological implications of Batman’s various incarnations, in print and on screens bot
large and small, and in the process gives us a pretty thorough biography of Batman, his friends, an
his enemies, and demonstrates the kind of reality Batman enjoys. Not a literal reality (we agreed th
Batman does not exist, remember?), but a way of existing in people’s heads that extends past fictio
into the realm of postindustrial mythology. I know of no word that exactly defines this kind of myt
but when somebody gets around to creating one, they may very well use Travis Langley’s book as
reference.
Batman and Psychology: A Dark and Stormy Knight performs another task and performs it bett
than anything I’ve encountered before. It serves as a witty and absolutely clear introduction
psychology, especially clinical psychology.
Batman-who-does-not-exist (we do have to keep reminding ourselves of that!), in the incarnatio
I’m most familiar with, is, like his predecessor Sherlock Holmes, fairly disdainful of the liberal ar
and soft science sections of the library. But he’d read this book. He’d have to, wouldn’t he?

Dennis O’Nei
Crime Alle
since 193

Writer and editor Dennis O’Neil, in addition to his award-winning work weaving humanity and soci
consciousness into the adventures of heroes like Green Lantern, Green Arrow, and Iron Man, has bee
one of the most prominent custodians of the legacy Bob Kane and Bill Finger began. With artist Ne
Adams, he restored Batman to his darker roots after the campier stories of then-recent years. Denny
work with the Dark Knight has included creating characters like Ra’s and Talia al Ghul, overseeing th
editing of all Batman titles, and novelizing the motion pictures Batman Begins and The Dark Knight.

1
Beneath the Cowl
Who Is Batman?

Adam West once asked me if I thought Batman was crazy. Batman and Psychology: A Dark an
Stormy Knight is my answer.
Since his debut in 1939’s Detective Comics #27, Batman has thrilled billions across the globe ov
time, and through a multitude of media. Of the world’s three best-known comic book heroes—the ba
the spider, and the man from another planet, a trio of orphaned boys—he’s the one who works b
night, needs a car to get him into town, and is the most mortal. He’s the superhero with n
superpowers, the one we can most easily believe might inhabit our world. While his secret identity
the most fantastic of the three, one charmingly handsome billionaire living in a grand mansion on to
of a vast cave versus two nebbishy newspaper employees, that fantastic wealth helps us accept h
masked identity as something that feels real. Someone has to pay for those wonderful toys. The re
world has more people known to be superrich than superpowered. Batman is the hero even adults ca
envision existing in real life, with less suspension of disbelief. Even though he has opportunities fe
people enjoy, Bruce Wayne hails from a city, not a mythical island or distant world, and he build
himself into a hero through training and hard work—no radiation, secret formula, or magic rin
required. His origin is tragic and brutally believable. It taps the most primal of our childhood fears:
family outing twists into tragedy when a mugger guns his parents down before his eyes.
His films among the highest-grossing in history, this character has starred in more movies an
television series, both animated and live-action, than any other comic book hero. Why does th
brooding vigilante, this tormented soul who stalks the streets looking for trouble, dressed like
vampire, fascinate us so? Duality and obsession, his enemies’ and his own, fill his stories. H
enemies reflect and distort facets of himself. He’s smug, he’s sly, he’s so intimidating that he ca
enter a room full of people who can fly, read minds, cast spells, or run faster than light, and y
they’re the ones daunted by him—and that’s what we love. Strong and smart, unfettered by fisc
limitations or anybody else’s rules, he brings a deep wish of ours to life. Batman’s the part of us tha
wants to scare all of life’s bullies away.
In creating bright, shining Superman, Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster caught lightning in a bottle. On
sleepless night, Jerry conceived “of a character like Samson, Hercules, and all the strong men I ev
heard of rolled into one—only more so.”1 Jerry and his artist friend Joe drew inspiration from divin

heroes throughout the ages to create not just Superman himself, but the very concept of the costume
superhero. They made the meme. They launched modern mythology.2 Superman became an immedia
hit. On the heels of that first caped hero’s success, publishers scrambled to concoct more. Superman
publisher hired young cartoonist Bob Kane to generate their next costumed do-gooder. 3 Ahead of a
the upcoming Superman imitations, Kane and his collaborator Bill Finger pulled not from th
superhuman figures who’d inspired Jerry and Joe, but instead from the dark mystery-men of sile
movies and pulp fiction, most notably Zorro and the Shadow, extraordinary men but men nonetheles
Where Superman drew his might from Earth’s sun, Batman found his in a city’s darkness. a Jerry an
Joe played with the bright and impossible; Bob and Bill expanded that meme by adding the coin
other side, the dark and improbably possible.
Nobody today gets to read that first Batman story without already knowing that the vigilan
puzzling authorities will turn out to be the bored rich boy who spends his time, up until the final pane
as Commissioner Gordon’s literary foil, a sounding board to whom Gordon can voice his thoughts—
no more than we might scratch our heads over a classic Robert Louis Stevenson novel because w
can’t figure out mild-mannered Dr. Jekyll’s connection to that lout Mr. Hyde. We know the name an
face of the man behind the mask, but what lurks behind the face? The question “Who is Batman?
strikes deeper than Batman’s cowl, Bruce Wayne’s façade, or any name he chooses to use. It’s a wh
question packed with why: Why does he fight crime? Why as a vigilante? Why the mask, the bat, an
the underage partner? Why are his most intimate relationships with “bad girls” he ought to lock up
And why won’t he kill that homicidal, green-haired clown?
Does Batman have bats in his belfry?
Right to left: Bat-Films executive producer Michael Uslan, Batman television actor Adam West, and
psychologist/superherologist Travis Langley discuss Batman and the Joker at San Diego Comic-Con
International. Photo by Alex Langley.

Notes
1. O’Neil (2008), 1.
2. Action Comics #1 (1938).
3. Kane & Andrae (1989).
a

“The first light had cast the first shadow.”—Grant Morrison (2011), 26.

2
Which Batman?
“Will the real Batman please stand up?”
—message on a Joker playing card in The Dark Knight (2008 motion pictur

Before we can analyze the character, we must define our parameters. Before we can explore th
question of who along with all its whys, we first must consider which Batman we mean.
Even though Batman originated and endures as a comic book character, most of us first met him o
TV. From the time I was a toddler, Adam West was the live Batman. I also watched the Caped
Crusader in Saturday morning cartoons, pitted Batman and Robin toys against the Joker in his gree
plastic van, and, wearing a towel cape and black gloves, played like I was Batman. Voiced by Ola
Soule, a more serious (though still upbeat) Batman teamed with Superman, Wonder Woman, an
Aquaman to form an undersized Justice League, the original Super Friends, on Saturday morning
Those television versions set me up for some big surprises when I finally got to read the comic book
darker stories for myself.
A generation later, my sons knew Batman best through Batman: The Animated Series. My older so
age eight when that show began, had known Batman from other media, but memory is a funny thin
and the cartoon burned its way backward through time as if it had retroactively gotten there first. H
remembers that as his earliest Batman even though he knows this cannot be right. My younger so
discovered Batman more like I did, as a preschooler unbothered by details like the fact that Batma
didn’t really exist, which may be why, of the two boys, he became the bigger Bat-fan. H
enthrallment started with Batman Returns toys that came out months before Batman: The Animate
Series debuted; however, the most powerful impression seared into his young mind—for him, wher
Batman begins—was the edited-for-TV Batman Returns Batmobile breaking away parts of itself so
could speed through a narrow alley. His previous passion for toy cars locked onto that vehicle. Batma
amazed him, and so did his toys.
Knowing that the man in the costume is a Six Flags performer doesn’t reduce the child’s awe over
meeting Batman in person. Photo by Travis Langley.

Screen History
1940s Serials

Batman’s screen history starts with the Columbia Pictures serial Batman (1943), starring Lew
Wilson and Douglas Croft as the first live-action Batman and Robin four years after the character
comic book debut. In the days when a typical Saturday for many meant sharing a communi
experience in the seats of their local theaters, watching a full-length feature plus newsreels, cartoon
comedic short films starring the Three Stooges or Our Gang, and at least one chapter of a film seria
Batman was new, not something they’d all known their whole lives. Through one cliffhanger afte
another for 15 weeks, they watched the Dynamic Duo fight American hoodlums, Japanese agent D
Tito Daka, and Daka’s mind-controlled “zombie” slaves.
Fear is a recurring element in Batman’s stories, but one fear in particular shaped this serial
creation—xenophobia, exaggerated fear of foreigners or strangers. Anti-Asian sentiment was not ne
to America during World War II, and the depictions and descriptions of the Japanese in this seria
were overtly racist. The serial’s narrator tells us that buildings in the city’s Little Tokyo district hav
sat empty “since a wise government rounded up the shifty-eyed Japs,”1 referring to the U.
government’s 1942 relocation and internment of over 100,000 American citizens and residents o
Japanese ancestry into War Relocation Camps in the wake of Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor. 2 No suc
relocation occurred for any of German or Italian descent, only for those whose ancestors came fro
the Axis alliance’s Asian member. “Daka, the sinister Jap spy,” with his “twisted Oriental brain,
embodied the Japanese alien that many feared still lurked in America, having somehow avoide
getting rounded up—a point driven home when Batman tells Daka, “We’ve been searching for yo
ever since you killed those two agents assigned to your deportation!”3
The serial nonetheless contributed to Batman’s mythos. Just as The Adventures of Superman rad
program added Jimmy Olsen, Perry White, and the deadly Kryptonite to the Man of Steel’s life, th

Batman serial gave the Dark Knight his Batcave,4 its entrance through a grandfather clock, and
leaner butler, Alfred, who sometimes helps the heroes in the field. A better written if more poorl
acted sequel followed, 1949’s Batman and Robin, free of the racist propaganda. Both serials did we
at the box office, and yet the 1950s saw no new Batman on screen, perhaps because scathing critique
like Fredric Wertham’s 1954 book Seduction of the Innocent incited a backlash against comic book
A 1965 theatrical reissue of the Batman serial, presenting all 15 half-hour chapters in one maratho
showing, proved successful enough that it paved the way for new Batman cliffhangers, this time o
TV.5

Batman (1966–1968 TV Series, 1966 Motion Picture)
“Some days, you just can’t get rid of a bomb.”

—Batman (Adam West), Batman: The Mov
The unintentional campiness viewers enjoyed in the re-released 22-year-old Batman serial inspire
deliberate camp when executive producer William Dozier and writer Lorenzo Semple Jr. brought AB
a television series comedic enough to make adults howl and straight enough for kids to enjoy hero
derring-do. TV had depicted Superman, The Lone Ranger, and Tarzan with no less earnestness tha
their original source material. Among superhero shows, Batman was something new. Actors wh
could deliver the silliest lines straight-faced proved critical to the series’ success. Dozier explained t
actor Adam West “that it had to be played as though we were dropping a bomb on Hiroshima, wit
that kind of deadly seriousness.”6 West became their square, hard-nosed Batman. Adults got the joke
kids got a kick out of seeing heroes fight bad guys, and it worked as intended.
The show rarely ventured into any overt psychological issues. “We were superficial,” Adam Wes
has remarked, “what did we know?”7 Even when it did, the deliberate farce had no need for accura
depiction of mental illness or its treatment. Mind control popped up in several episodes, in no wa
resembling any real-world hypnosis or brainwashing techniques. In one episode, the Siren’s voic
compels Bruce Wayne to sign his fortune over to her and then jump off a building; 8 in another, th
Sandman makes Robin activate the machine that will kill Batman if the Caped Crusader doesn
escape that week’s cliffhanger.9
After Bruce Wayne makes the Joker a vice president of the Gotham National Bank as part of a pla
to expose the clown’s counterfeiting, 10 Commissioner Gordon decides the millionaire playboy has lo
his marbles and has him committed. A straitjacketed Bruce escapes, rolling with the fall out the bac
of the Anti-Lunatic Squad’s van. The story ends with a doctor giving Bruce a clean bill of health an
pronouncing that the tumble from the van has knocked some sense back into him, thus restoring h
sanity. The doctor’s method for testing soundness of mind baffled me even as a child: He taps a refle
hammer to Bruce’s knee.11
Despite all their antics, none of this Batman’s enemies are ever labeled criminally insane. Th
flamboyant felons escape from Gotham State Prison, not Arkham Asylum. The most psychologicall
relevant story element, in terms of long-running characterization, is the curious condition of King Tu
(see Case File 2–1: King Tut).

Batman (1989 Motion Picture)
“A lot of people think you’re as dangerous as the Joker.”

—Vicki Vale (Kim Basinge

Fifty years after the character’s comic book debut, director Tim Burton brought us a cinemat
Batman who operates from the shadows. Executive producer Michael Uslan wanted Burton to bas
this one on the first year of Batman’s Detective Comics stories (pre-Robin) plus adventures lat
separately written by Dennis O’Neil and Steve Englehart.12 The popularity of Frank Miller’s then
recent four-part graphic novel The Dark Knight Returns indicated that fans might be ready for dark
Batman tales. Burton added his own flair: For the first time, we saw a neurotic Batman and a
awkward Bruce Wayne. Although the movie did have a few odd bits of camp (remember the scruff
news anchors?), the strangest humor came from the Joker and suited his nature.
The script took a noirish approach and made Batman more believable by surrounding him with
noirish city. Burton’s Gotham City looms, described in Sam Hamm’s script as “if Hell had sprung u
through the pavements and kept on going.” Burton and production designer Anton Furst looked at Ne
York and “decided to darken everything and build vertically and cram things together and then just g
further with it in a more cartoon way,” Burton explained. 13 “It has an operatic feel, and an almo
timeless quality.” The creators of Batman: The Animated Series adopted these principles as wel
“This neo-Expressionistic, Germanic city”14 with its Gothic architecture gave us an environment th
needed Batman. He and his city go together. Each helps us believe the other.
Another important contribution Burton’s film added was the Voice. As Batman, actor Michae
Keaton dropped his voice, making it deeper and rougher, which helped us accept that people wouldn
recognize Batman as Bruce Wayne—on this one point, no suspension of disbelief was required
“Bruce Wayne is a man about town, a luminary, so people know his voice. So I came up with the ide
of dropping his voice down,” Keaton explained, “as Batman it comes from a lower thing that he drop
down into, a place he has to reach to become a quasi-vigilante.”15 The comic book stories themselve
now refer to Batman affecting a gruffer voice when costumed.16
In Burton’s vision, Bruce Wayne spends his days sleep-deprived, his awkwardness no act. Instead o
following the traditional depiction of Batman as formidably fit, physically as well as socially, Burto
chose to humanize Bruce Wayne by making him weak. Auditioning one muscle man after another fo
the role, Burton had found himself unable to picture someone who already looked like an action
adventure hero deciding to dress up like a bat. Once he envisioned a weaker man wearing the costum
in order to transform himself, the concept came together. “We just took off from the psychology o
saying, ‘Here’s a guy who doesn’t look like Arnold Schwarzenegger, so why’s he doing this?’ He’s n
trying to create an image for himself, he’s trying to become something he’s not.” 17 Burton’s Batma
wears the costume as armor, a bulletproof exoskeleton that confers the power and strength h
otherwise lacks. “He does it because he needs to, because he’s not this gigantic, strapping macho ma
It’s all about transformation.”18
While Burton’s Bruce Wayne transforms back and forth between Batman and Bruce, psychopathi
Jack Napier makes one irreversible transformation from a menacing, grim-faced gangster who kil
for practical reasons into a cackling, clown-faced master criminal who kills for the dark humor of
all.a

Batman Returns (1992 Motion Picture)
“Sickos never scare me. At least they’re committed.”

—Selina Kyle (Michelle Pfeiffe
For the sequel, Burton wanted to bring in Catwoman—to him, Batman’s most interesting antagoni
after the Joker—while studio execs insisted on using the Penguin, whom they saw as Batman

number-two foe, so this film wound up with both. “You could find the psychological profile o
Batman, Catwoman, Joker, but the Penguin was just this guy with a cigarette and a top hat,” Burto
said of the challenge to characterize Oswald Cobblepot, the Penguin.19 The profile did not gel unt
Burton gave the character another layer that would tie him into the motion picture’s theme: duality.
In this sequel, Batman and Catwoman each have dual identities, their light and dark sides. Bruce an
Selina, two uncomfortable, uncertain, unhappy people who can each walk unassumingly in dayligh
transform into their confident, assertive counterparts by night. When all other party guests chat an
dance at a masquerade, milling about in their costumes and masks, Bruce and Selina each arrive
formalwear, respectively tuxedo and gown, no masks other than their civilized fronts. “Selina, don
you see?” Bruce tells her toward the movie’s end, right before he tears off his mask. “We’re the same
We’re the same, split right down the center.”
In Batman Returns, the dark side is animal nature: the bat, the cat, and the chilly little bird. Unlik
Bruce Wayne and Selina Kyle, who don animal outfits, Cobblepot was born a “freak” with flipper
instead of hands. Whereas they decide to become nocturnal animals, he endeavors to become a ma
who can step into the light, except he tries to do so through trickery and without relinquishing h
beastly nature.
In both of Burton’s Bat-films, Bruce Wayne is distant, the villains steal the show, and the lov
interests hold our attention. Vicki Vale and Selina Kyle give us perspectives we follow through th
course of each story. Though conscious of complaints that the Joker stole the first movie and that th
second film showed Batman too little, Tim Burton felt these criticisms “were missing the point of th
character…. This guy wants to remain as hidden as possible and as in the shadows as possible an
unrevealing about himself as possible, so he’s not going to eat up screen time by these big speeche
and doing dancing around the Batcave.” However sound Burton’s reasoning may have been, thos
criticisms reflected one possible advantage that comics have over film—text, in the form of thoug
balloons and narration, that can let us get inside a character’s head.

Batman Forever (1995 Motion Picture)
“I’ll bring the wine. You bring your scarred psyche.”

—Dr. Chase Meridian (Nicole Kidman
When Tim Burton decided to help produce but not direct the next film, director Joel Schumache
arrived with a lighter, brighter vision of a grand Batman movie filled with spectacle and flas
although it did have its edge. The film explores Batman’s origin in more detail than did the previou
films. Batman Forever is partly “a retelling of the origin story in a way that attempts to take a little b
closer look at the psychology of Bruce Wayne and how he became older Bruce Wayne,” according t
screenwriter Akiva Goldsman. 20 Witnessing the murder of Dick Grayson’s acrobat family make
Bruce reflect on his own beginning.
Bruce (Val Kilmer): Just like my parents. It’s happening again. A monster comes out of the night,
scream, two shots. I killed them.
Alfred (Michael Gough): What did you say?
Bruce: He killed them. Two-Face, he slaughtered that boy’s parents.
Alfred: No. No, you said, “I.” “I killed them.”
Bruce, having consulted with criminal psychologist Chase Meridian about the mysterious stalk
leaving riddles at Wayne Manor, tells her he has never remembered much about the event
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